Mysteries of the Super-Conscious
Developing our highest potential

By Eve Anderson and Goddess of wisdom Sophia
Mysteries of the Mind

How do we unlock our highest potential? Rid oneself of limitations, ignorance, and develop spiritual potential and deep wisdom plus psychic abilities at the highest light energy source?
Consciousness 101

Mankind is made up of four different consciousness:
Human consciousness has:

1. sub-conscious-intuitive and past life memory
2. Conscious- wakeful learning
3. Unconscious- sleep or coma state
4. Super-conscious-communication and learning from other dimensions, universes, heavens and beings
The Super-Consciousness

This is what we know of the super-consciousness

1. It is apart from the other consciousness and stands alone
2. All people have it at different levels
3. The levels are going down as time goes on right now
4. Super-consciousness has a direct connection to our SQ Spiritual Intelligence.
5. Our psychic abilities has a direct connection
6. Removing karma and blocks raises your levels a lot
7. Meditation, yoga and out of body experiences do not affect it at all
God Consciousness

Since the beginning of creations three gods came to this earth to live.

1. Jesus now (level 4 million S.C.)
2. Sophia now (Level 9 million S.C.)
3. Buddha (80,000 level of S.C.)
4. All of them had God consciousness mixed with human consciousness which allows one to expand knowledge and wisdom. Very desirable to Gods to learn at the lowest levels and reach all realms from here on earth.
Think outside the Box

The Box
1. Mind 3-5% brain capacity (sinfulness)
2. Sleeping Sub-consciousness
3. Damaged brain waves (CERN)
4. Damaged brain cells (CERN)
5. Brain related karmic programs
6. Current life brain injury
7. ELF other energy damage
8. Dark fear, ignorance, willful stupidity
How to Think outside the Box

1. First and foremost repair damage that you are going to be unaware of with a S.I.R or I.M healing. Before we use the brain and develop consciousness, we must start at a cellular level and repair the atoms, genes, DNA, RNA, and brain waves.

2. We release karmic programs that mostly all people have, like: Imprint of brain damage, loss of subconscious integrity, subconscious clutter, dysfunction of mind, dysfunction of thought, dysfunction of spirit by thought, etc.
Next step is to rise intelligence:

1. IQ EQ SQ is the intelligence of the mind, emotions and spirit. It rises only with karma clearing. How? By releasing and activating brain cells at a cellular level of DNA and up, increasing very rapidly. After just one healing your intelligence can be measured to increase by 40-80 points. So if your IQ was 110 it can now be in a matter of days 190. DNA is the antenna to God and God rewards us when learning our karmic lessons quickly at a cellular level……..
We had until very recently a higher realm of evil gods that played a big part in controlling the bad down here. Once a new heaven was made in the last 3 years, all spirits were removed and the good ones stay in heaven. Angels only work with us when down here, our spirits if not dead, are safe in heaven awaiting a resurrection. So, because all beings including Masters, spirit guides and higher selves were part of us in the past when karmic laws were still active but now are gone and these beings are now learning at an angelic level again. So when energy healers access abilities very recently, Evil Gods were giving them that ability.
Healers

Many people are naturally intuitive and some are more psychic then others. We may have had past lives connected with that ability and carry it over to this lifetime. But no one outside of us is giving us energy and ability right now. The higher evil realm and their Gods were recently all destroyed. Sophia and Jesus are preparing for the new realm and new earth. Those who get healed by me will see the light and understand things without being instructed. Wisdom: take life’s water free.....water-symbol for female consciousness and wisdom. The wisdom that saves lives from ignorance, pain and suffering. It is unnecessary karma that makes people feel and think they need to still learn through suffering limitations and the dark. Darkness came from the higher realms which is now gone......... OLD Beliefs keep us stuck
The Highest Healing

Have you experienced the difference between your current state and how it feels to be instantly enlightened. Feel and think free, light and filled with unconditional love. All you need is a desire whether you are alien or human child or adult you can be perfected and open to enhance your spirit in heaven in higher levels while on earth your brain and intelligence rises. Your body perfects and your emotions are clear. The slate is clean.
The Next Step and the Beginning of all things New

1. First get a free health checkup to find out what is wrong and the % of cure I can promise and the timeline involved. Even the most advance cancer can take less then 2-3 weeks.
2. Then order a session either S.I.R or I.M.
3. Drink 8-9 glasses of water from now on.
4. S.I.R results are emailed the next day
5. Feedback and consultation is included
S.I.R or I.M

S.I.R 13 page report:
13 pages of before and after levels achieved and organs, emotions and energy listed that was healed.

47 page S.I.R report extensive 7 hours of healing more details sent as a report by email.

I.M or U.M healing is more powerful but has no reports. This is the only healing even if you have 10,000 dark karma in one session you can become karma free. S.I.R may take 1-3 session to become karma free.
The Course is for all who are karma-free
Contact Information

Web sites:
www.miracle-healing-institute.ch
OR
www.enlightenmentpathsir.com
OR
www.eveanderson.weebly.com
Email me:
karmahealingangels@yahoo.com
OR
karmahealer123@aol.com
Phone is given to existing healed clients to contact me anytime.

Write me at:
Eve Anderson
Po Box 607
Ellington Ct 06029 USA